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Reframing Civil Rights:
The Montgomery Bus Boycott
Worksheet
Instructions:
Fill out the questions below. Notice that some questions have multiple parts, so
make sure to answer each part. The section of the reading is always given, so that
you know where to look for the answer. However, information for the answer is
spread throughout the entire section: so make sure to keep adding to your answer
as you read the section.
Questions:
1. Thinking About Connections Across Time: Although slavery had been destroyed
fifty years before the birth of Rosa Parks, she was part of a generation of African
Americans whose elders had once been slaves. How do you think being raised
amongst ex-slaves might have influenced the perspectives of young children like
Rosa Parks?

2. Making Connections Between Past and Present: Rosa Parks’ grandfather looked
white, but because he had African ancestry, he was thought of as black, and was
thus made a slave. Back then, this was known as the “one drop” rule: even if a
person was 99% white, if they had “one drop” of African ancestry, they were
defined as African. Do you think that this way of defining “white” and “black” still
exists today, or have things changed?
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The Beginning of Rosa’s Activism
3. Thinking About Strategy: What strategies did white Southerners use to prevent
African Americans from voting? What strategies did African Americans – like
Rosa Parks and E.D. Nixon – use to gain the vote?

The History of Busing in Montgomery
4. Thinking About Global Context: Why did World War II make African Americans
even more determined to fight for their freedom?

5. Thinking About Local Context: How did the local context of Montgomery –
specifically, the fact that it had two air-force bases – contribute to that city later
staging a bus boycott?
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Events Leading Up to the Boycott
6. Thinking About National Context: In what way did the Supreme Court outlawing
segregated schools in 1954 contribute to the Montgomery bus boycott in 1955?

7. Thinking About Strategy: Why did E.D. Nixon feel that Claudette Colvin was not
the right person to build a legal case around?

Organizing the Boycott
8. Thinking About Strategy: Describe the role that Jo Ann Robinson and the
Women’s Political Council played in starting the boycott, and why they were able
to be so effective.
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9. Thinking About Strategy: Why did E.D. Nixon think that the ministers needed to
be organized to make the boycott successful? Why did he offer Martin Luther
King an important role in organizing the ministers?

The First Day of the Boycott
10. Thinking About Strategy: Describe the strategy of Rosa Parks’ lawyer.

11. Thinking About Gender: Why were the ministers, rather than Rosa Parks and Jo
Ann Robinson, chosen to become the leaders of the boycott?

12. Thinking About Public Presentation: Describe the image of Rosa Parks that was
presented to the public, and why this image was chosen.
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The White Response
13. Thinking About Strategy: Describe the strategies used by the White Citizens
Councils to enforce racial oppression, including why they disagreed with the Ku
Klux Klan, and how they prevented white people from helping African
Americans.

The Entrance of Bayard Rustin
14. Thinking About Strategy: Why did Bayard Rustin tell King that it was important
that he didn’t arm himself, even for protection? According to Rustin, why did
King need to adopt nonviolence as a complete way of life?

15. Thinking About Public Presentation: Describe two reasons why Bayard Rustin,
despite being a major influence on Martin Luther King, kept his role invisible to
the public.
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Mass Arrests
16. Thinking About Strategy: How did the African American community prevent
themselves from looking like “guilty criminals” to the eyes of the world when
they were arrested? Why were the mass arrests a major strategic error on the
part of white Montgomery?

The Development of King’s Philosophy
17. Thinking About Strategy: Why did Martin Luther King believe that agape was a
revolutionary kind of love?

18. Imagine You Were There: Imagine you were in the crowds listening to Martin
Luther King speaking about revolutionary love. How would you have reacted?
Would you have agreed with him? Why or why not?

19. Thinking About Strategy: Why did King choose to use the term “noncooperation
with evil,” instead of the term “boycott”? What was positive about one term, and
negative about the other?
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20. Making Connections Between Past and Present: What did Martin Luther King
mean by “negative peace” and “positive peace?” Do you think “negative peace”
exists in your community today? Please explain.

21. Thinking About Strategy: What did Martin Luther King mean by “internal
violence of spirit?” Why did the Montgomery movement need to prevent this
“internal violence,” and how did they prevent it?

22. Thinking About Strategy: Why did Martin Luther King feel it was important for
white Americans to feel a sense of shame?

Rosa Parks After the Boycott
23. Thinking About Strategy: In what ways did Rosa Parks disagree with Martin
Luther King, and why?
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24. Thinking About Perspectives: What did Rosa Parks think of the phrases “Black is
Beautiful” and “Black Power?”

